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Prime ideals in ring extensions R G S have extensively been studied in 
the last years. For example, when the extension S is finite and generated by 
a set of R-centralizing elements, S is called a liberal extension [ 15, 161. 
A normalizing extension is again a finite extension which is generated by 
a set of R-normalizing elements (e.g., [8, 121). Also, prime ideals in more 
general types of extensions (not necessarily finite) have been considered 
(e.g. [l, 2, 13, 141). 
On the other hand, the author in [4] studied prime ideals in polynomial 
rings R[X]. Actually, a more general class of ideals called the (principal) 
closed ideals are defined and considered in [4] and the results on prime 
ideals are obtained as applications of the general results. A main tool in 
that paper is the representation of closed ideals by using manic polyno- 
mials in C[X], where C is the extended centroid of the prime ring R. 
Closed ideals have also been used to study prime ideals in Ore extensions 
C3, 61. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the results in [4] to free centred 
extensions. The ring S is said to be a free centred extension of R if S is free 
as an R-module and there exists a basis E = (ei)rER of R-centralizing 
elements such that the common identity 1 of R and S is in E. There are 
several usual examples of free centred extensions. Namely, a group or even 
a semigroup ring RG. In particular, a polynomial ring in any set of, either 
commuting or non-commuting, indeterminates. Also a matrix ring, even a 
ring of infinite matrices provided that every matrix in the ring has a finite 
number of non-zero entries and the identity is adjoined. Finally, a tensor 
product S= R gL K, where L is a field and R and K are L-algebras. 
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We denote a free centred extension by S = R[E], where E = (ei)iaR is 
an R-centralizing basis of S, i.e., S = C, E D @ Re,, xei = eix for every x E R, 
iE Q, and there exists i, E Q with e, = 1. A non-zero ideal I of S is said to 
be R-disjoint if In R = 0. If P is a prime ideal of S, then P n R is a prime 
ideal of R. By factoring out the ideals P n R and (P n R)[E] from R and 
S, respectively, we may assume that R is prime and P is R-disjoint. Thus 
we assume here almost everywhere that R is a prime ring. 
In Section 1 we define closed ideals of S = R[E], where R is a prime 
ring. Every R-disjoint prime ideal of S is closed. Also, it follows that for 
every R-disjoint ideal I of S there exists a smallest closed ideal [I] of S 
which contains I. This ideal [I] can also be characterized as the largest 
(unique) ideal of S which contains I and has the same minimality of Z, 
where the minimality will be defined soon. This characterization is quite 
useful. If R is simple, then every ideal of R[E] is closed and generated by 
elements in C,[E], where C, is the center of R. Thus we obtain a one-to- 
one correspondence between the ideals of R[E] and the ideals of C,[E]. 
This correspondence preserves primeness. 
The main results in Section 2 state that if R is a prime ring, T is any ring 
of right quotients of R and C is the extended centroid of R, then there is 
a one-to-one correspondence via contraction between the set of all the 
closed (resp. R-disjoint prime) ideals of R[E], the set of all the closed 
(resp. T-disjoint prime) ideals of T[E] and the set of all the (resp. prime) 
ideals of C[E]. In particular, every closed ideal I of T[E] is of the form 
Z= Q[E] M,(I,) n T[E], where Q is the complete ring of right quotients 
of R and M,(Z, ) is a set of elements in C[E]. This representation is quite 
useful and generalizes the results obtained in [4, Sect. 21 on the representa- 
tion of closed ideals by using manic polynomials in C[X]. 
In Section 3 we apply our results to study strongly prime and non- 
singular prime ideals. We obtain that if R is strongly prime (resp. non- 
singular prime) every prime ideal P of S maximal with respect to P n R = 0 
is also strongly prime (resp. non-singular). We also prove that if every 
prime ideal of R is strongly prime (or non-singular) the same is true of 
R[E], provided that E is either a finite or a commuting set. 
Finally, in Section 4 we prove that if R is a (right) primitive ring and P 
is an ideal of S which is maximal with respect to P n R = 0, then P is a 
primitive ideal. But in this section we require only that S is a free extension 
with a basis of R-normalizing elements. 
The paper is reasonably self contained. It is clearly a natural sequel of 
[4], but except some facts which are based on that paper no heavy 
machinery is needed. 
Let us set some notation and terminology. The ring R is, except when 
stated otherwise, always a prime ring. Any a E S = R[E] can be uniquely 
written as a finite sum a = CIER a,e,, where ai E R. The e-coefficient of a 
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will be sometimes denoted by a(e), i.e., for a given above a(e,) = ai for all 
in 0. The support of a is defined as usual by supp(a) = {e E E: u(e) ZO}. 
If Z is an R-disjoint ideal of S, a non-zero element a E Z is said to be of 
minimal support in I if for every b E Z with supp(b) 5 supp(a) we have 
b = 0. We denote by M(Z) the set of all the elements of minimal support in 
I. The minimality of I is defined by Min(Z) = {supp(a): afM(Z)}. For 
r~ Min(Z) and eET we denote by O,,(Z) the ideal of R defined by 
O,,,(Z) = (XE R: there exists b E Z with supp(b) = r and b(e) = x}. 
1. CLOSED IDEALS 
Throughout this section R is a prime ring. For an R-disjoint ideal Z of 
S we put 
[Z] R = (b E S: there exists 0 # H u R such that bH 2 I}. 
We will omit the subscript R when there is no possibility of misunder- 
standing. We begin with the following. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let Z be an R-disjoint ideal of S. Then [Z] is an R-disjoint 
ideal of S which satisfies ZE [I] and Min( [I]) = Min(Z). 
Pro05 It can easily be seen that [I] is an ideal of S, Zc [I] and [Z] 
is R-disjoint since R is prime. 
Suppose f ~Min(l). Then there exists O#aeM(Z) with supp(u)= r. 
Now, UE [I] and for every b E [Z] such that supp(b)s r there is a non- 
zero ideal H of R with bH E I. Since supp(bx) s supp(b) s r, for x E H, we 
have bH= 0 and so b = 0. Therefore, a E M( [I]) and hence rE Min( [I]). 
Conversely, assume that FE Min( [Z]). Then there exists a E M( [Z]) such 
that supp(a) = r Since aHc Z, for some 0 #Ha R, we easily obtain 
re Min(Z). 
DEFINITION 1.2. An R-disjoint ideal Z is said to be closed if [Z] = I. 
We will see soon that this definition agrees with the one given in [4, 
Sect. 11. 
THEOREM 1.3. For any R-disjoint ideal Z of S, [Z] is the largest ideal J 
of S which contains Z and satisfies Min(J) = Min(Z). Also [Z] is closed and, 
moreooer, it is the smallest closed ideal of S which contains I. In particular, 
[I] is the unique closed ideal of S which contains I and satisfies Min( [Z]) = 
Min( I). 
Proof. Let J be an R-disjoint ideal of S with I c J and Min(J) = Min(Z) 
and take r= (e,, . . . . e,,}~Min(J). Choose u=uIe, + ... +u,te,,~Z with 
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supp(a)=Z’. If b=b,e,+ ... +b,e,,EJ we have bxa,-b,xaEJ, XER, 
and supp(bxa, -b,xa)gf. Thus bxa, =b,xaEIand so bRa,RsZ. Conse- 
quently, there exists a non-zero ideal H = Ra, R of R, depending only on 
Z, such that bHc Z, for every b E J with supp(b) = ZY This gives b E [I], 
Now, suppose f = {e,, . . . . e,} is any finite subset of E. We use induction 
to show that there exists 0 # H 4 R such that bH c Z, for every b E J with 
supp(b) c Z’. In fact, if t = 1 the assertion follows from the first part. So we 
may suppose that t > 1 and there exists CE M(Z) with supp(c)s Z, say, 
c=cle, + ... +c,e,,, n < t. By the induction assumption there exists a 
non-zero ideal F of R such that dFc I, for every de J with supp(d) E 
{e 2, . . . . e,>. Take b = b,e, + ... + b,e, E J. If b, #O we put d, = 
bxc,-b,xcEJ, XER. Since supp(d,)s (e,, . . . . e,} we have d,FcZ and 
consequently bxc, Fc I. The same is clearly true if b, = 0. Therefore 
bRc, FE I. The first part follows. 
Since Min(Z) = Min( [Z]) = Min( [ [I]]) we have [I] = [[Z]], i.e., [I] is 
closed. Furthermore, if L is a closed ideal with Zc L c [I] and b E [I], 
then bHEZsL, for O#HaR. Hence bE[L]=L and so L=[Z]. The 
rest is clear. 
Remark 1.4. It is easy to see that every R-disjoint prime ideal of S is 
closed. 
Remark 1.5. We may define [I] in a dual way. In fact, put 
[I]’ = {b E S: there exists 0 # H 4 R such that Hb c I}. 
Then as above we see that [I]’ is the largest ideal J of S which contains 
Z and satisfies Min(J) = Min(Z). It follows that [Z]’ = [I]. 
In the proof of Theorem 1.3 we used only that J is a right ideal. So if 
Z is closed and L is a right ideal of S with L 2 Z and Min(L) = Min(Z), then 
L = I. The same result holds for a left ideal by the former remark. Thus the 
following is clear. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let I and J be R-disjoint ideals of S and let L be a right 
(left) ideal. 
(i) Zf IE J and Min(Z) = Min(J), then [I] = [J]. 
(ii) Zf Zc J, then [I] E [J]. 
(iii) If Z is closed, L 2 Z and Min(L) = Min(Z), then I= L. 
It is known that an R-disjoint prime ideal of the polynomial ring R[X] 
is not necessarily generated by its polynomials of minimal degree (even 
taken R a commutative domain). But we have shown in [4] that an 
R-disjoint prime ideal and, more generally, a closed ideal Z is determined 
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by just one of the polynomials of minimal degree in I. In fact, if f is such 
a polynomial and a is its leading coefftcient we have 
Z=[f]={gfR[X]: thereexistsO#HaR withgHacR[X]J). 
Now we prove that the closure [I] of an R-disjoint ideal I of S is also 
determined by M(Z). To see this we first put 
Z= {YES: there exists Of Ha R with bHzSM(Z)} 
and 
I= (hi S: there exists O# H 4 R with bHc RM(Z)}. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let Z be an R-disjoint ideal of S. Then [I] = I= i 
Proof: It is clear that IcZc [I]. Let UE [Z] with supp(a)E Min(Z). 
Then bH G Z, for every b E [I] with supp(b) = supp(a), where H is a non- 
zero ideal of R. It follows that bHc M(Z) u (0) z R&f(Z). 
In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.3 we show that for any 
finite subset Z of E there exists a non-zero ideal F of R such that 
CFE R&f(Z), for every c E [Z] with supp(c) c Z. It follows that [Z] c r and 
the proof is complete. 
Remark 1.8. Let Z be an R-disjoint ideal of the polynomial ring R[X] 
and f E Z a polynomial of minimal degree in I. By using Corollary 1.7 it is 
not hard to show that the closure [I] of Z as defined here is equal to [f ] 
as defined in [4]. So our definition agrees with the one used for polyno- 
mial rings. 
As an immediate consequence of the above results we have 
COROLLARY 1.9. (i) [Z] E [J] if and only if M(Z) E [.Z]. 
(ii) [I] = [.Z] if and only if M(Z) c [J] and M(J) G [I]. 
Note that the centralizer of R in S is a subring V,(R) of S and it is equal 
to C,[E], where C, is the center of R. For a simple ring we have 
THEOREM 1.10. Let R be a simple ring. Then every ideal of S is closed 
and generated by elements in C,[E]. 
Proof: Let Z be a non-zero ideal of S. Then In R = 0 and for b E [Z] we 
necessarily have bR c Z, thus b E I. Consequently Z is closed. 
Put N= C,[E] n M(Z). Now we prove that I= SN= RN. Take 
u=u,e, + ... +a,,e,~M(z) and write Z= {e,,...,e,}=supp(a). Then 
O,,,(Z) = R and so we obtain an element a’ E M(Z) with supp(a’) = Z and 
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a’(e,) = 1. It follows easily that a’~ C,[E] and a = a(e,)a’o RN. Conse- 
quently M(Z) G RN. Now, if b is any element of Z, by Corollary 1.7 it 
follows that b E RM(Z) s RN. Therefore ZE RN c SN G I. 
COROLLARY 1 .l 1, Let R be a simple ring. Then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence via contraction between the set of all the ideals of S and the 
set of all the ideals of CR [E]. This correspondence preserves prime ideals. 
Proof: Let Z be an ideal of S. Then In C,[E] is an ideal of C,[E] and 
I? R(Zn C,[E]) 2 R(M(Z) n C,[E]) = I. Thus Z= R(Zn C,[E]). 
Now, let K be an ideal of C,[E]. Then RK is an ideal of S and we prove 
that RKn C,[E] = K. From this fact the one-to-one correspondence 
follows. Clearly KE RKn C,[E] = K,. Take a basis (u~),~,, of K over 
C, and assume that there exists VEK, such that V= {v,:j~A} u {u} 
is a CR-independent set. Since R[E] N R OCR C,[E], V is also an 
R-independent subset of R[E]. But VE RK and so we may write 
v = Ct x,k,, x, E R, k, E K. Writing each k, as a linear combination of the 
elements vi we obtain a relation of the type v = x,,,, (2, x,c,,)z~~, C,~E C,. 
It follows that V is not an R-independent set, a contradiction. 
The correspondence between prime ideals follows from Theorem 2.7. 
2. ENLARGING AND CONTRACTING CLOSED AND PRIME IDEALS 
Throughout this section R is again a prime ring, S= R[E] is a free 
centred extension of R and Q is the maximal (complete) right quotient 
ring of R [ 17, Chap. IX; 10, Sect. 4.31. A ring of right quotients of R is a 
subring of Q containing R. We denote it here by T. The Martindale ring 
of right quotients of R is the subring consisting of all the elements qE Q 
such that there exists a non-zero ideal H of R with qH G R. Its center is 
called the extended centroid of R and coincides with the center of Q. We 
denote it here by C. For the basic properties we will use here the reader can 
see [4, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.21. 
Since the centralizer of R in S is a subring V,(R) = C,[E], 
Q@,, C,[E] is a ring which contains Q and S. Also Qoc, C,[E] is a 
free centred extension of Q with the same basis E, by identifying e with 
1 Oe, e E E. We denote it by Q[E]. Consequently, we may consider 
S= R[E] G Q[E] and also C[E] = COc, C,[E] = V,,,,(Q) c Q[E]. 
Finally, if T is any ring of right quotients of R, then T[E] is a subring of 
QCEI. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Z be an R-disjoint ideal of S, ZE Min(Z) and e E ZY Then 
there exists a unique element mr,‘, E C[E] such that for every a E Z with 
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supp(a) = I we have a = m,,a(e) = a(e)m,,. Moreover, supp(m,,) = I 
and mr,E(e) = 1. 
Proof: PutJ=O,,(I)aRandI={e,,e,,...,e,}, whevee,=e.IfxEJ 
there exists a unique a = C:‘=, xie, E I with x1 =x and xi E R, i= 2, . . . . n. 
Thus the map !xi: J+ R defined by ai(x)=xj is a (well-defined) 
R-bimodule map. Hence there exist C,E C with cjx= xi, for i= 1, 2, . . . . n, 
where c, = 1. We write mr,,p = C:‘=, tie, and we easily see that m,, satisfies 
all the required conditions. 
Given an R-disjoint ideal of S we denote by M,(I) the set of all the 
elements mr,p constructed in Lemma 2.1, where IE Min(I) and e E I. So 
M,(I) c C(E) and for every m E M,(I) there exists a non-zero ideal II of 
R with Hm=mHGI. 
In [4] we represent closed ideals by using manic polynomials in C[X]. 
This allows us to apply a division argument which is quite useful in that 
paper. We now see a counterpart of this division argument in our present 
case. 
First, let T be any ring of right quotients of R and let I be a T-disjoint 
ideal of T[E]. An element 0 #b E Q[E] is said to be a remainder modulo 
I if for every a E I with supp(a) c supp(b) we have a = 0. 
Let I be a T-disjoint ideal of T[E]. Denote by [I] T the ideal defined as 
in the beginning of the former section for T= R and put I, = In R[E]. 
Then I, is clearly a non-zero R-disjoint ideal of R[E] and Min(I,) = 
Min(I). Also M,(I,) is defined as above. Under this notation we have 
LEMMA 2.2. Let he Q[E]. Then there exist elements qi E Q, 
m, E M,.(I,), i= 1, . . . . n, and rE Q[E] such that b=Cy=, q,mi+r, where 
either r = 0 or r is a remainder module I. In addition, if b E T[E] (resp. 
bE J[E] for a right ideal J of T), then we may choose q, E TC (resp. 
q, E JC) and r E TC[E] (resp. r E JC[E]). 
Proof If h is a remainder modulo I there is nothing to prove. Suppose 
that b is not a remainder modulo I. We put supp(b) = I and (II = t. Then 
there exists 4 #I, s f such that I, E Min(I) = Min(I,). Take e, E I, and 
write m, = m,,,,, E M,(I,). Thus c, = h - b(e,)m, satisfies ci(e,) = 
b(e,) -h(e,)=O, since m,(el) = 1, and so (supp(c,)l d t - 1. If c, is a 
remainder modulo I we are done. If not we repeat the argument starting 
with cr. Continuing this way we obtain q1 =b(e,), q2, . . . . qi in Q, m,, . . . . mi 
in M,(I,) such that Jsupp(c,)l <t-j, where c, = h - xi= i qimi. Now it is 
clear that we must finish when some c, is either zero or a remainder 
modulo I. 
Note that if bE T[E], then b(e,)E Tc_ TC and so c, E TC[E]. By 
induction we easily obtain q, E TC, i = 1, . . . . n and so r E TC[E]. A similar 
argument can be used for the case b E J[E]. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Assume the same notation as above. 
(i) b E QM,(I,) if and only if there exists a dense right ideal J of R 
such that bJ c IO. 
(ii) Q[E] M,(I,) = QM,(I,) is an ideal of Q[E]. 
Proof: (i) Suppose b = C:= 1 q,mi, qi E Q, mi E M,(I,,), i = 1, . . . . n. There 
exist a dense right ideal F and a non-zero ideal H of R such that qiFc R 
and m,HE I,, i= 1, . . . . n. Thus bFHc I, and FH is a dense right ideal of 
R. Conversely, write b = Cl=, qjrni + r, q; E Q, ml E M,(I,), j= 1, . . . . t, and 
either r = 0 or r is a remainder modulo I. Suppose that there exists a dense 
right ideal J of R with bJG I,. Also, by the above (Cf=, q,‘mi)J’ G I, for 
a dense right ideal J’ of R. Then r( J n J’) c I,, so r(Jn J’) = 0 and hence 
r = 0. Therefore b E QM, (I,). 
(ii) Let e E E and m E M&I,). Then there exists a non-zero ideal H 
of R with emHceI,~I, and meH=mHe~IOecIO. By (i), emEQMc(IO) 
and me E QM,(lO). From this (ii) follows easily. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Under the same notation as above we have 
(i) [IIT coincides with the set of all b E T[ E] such that there exists 
a dense right ideal J of R with bJ c I,. 
(ii) [II T = QCEI K-Vo) n TCEI. 
Proof: If b E T[E] and there exists a dense right ideal J of R with 
bJGI,, then bE QMc(IO)n T[E] = Q[E] M,(I,)n T[E], by Lemma 2.3. 
On the other hand, if bE Q[E] M,(I,)n T[E], then b=Cl=, qimi, 
where qi E TC, mi E M,(I,), i= 1, . . . . n. As in the proof of Lemma 2.3(i), we 
can easily obtain that bH E I for a non-zero ideal H of T. Hence b E [I] =. 
Finally, if b E [I] 7 we obtain again as in the proof of Lemma 2.3(i), that 
b E QM,(I,). Then there exists a dense right ideal J of R with bJ& I,. This 
completes the proof. 
Now we can obtain one of the main results of this section. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let R be a prime ring and T a ring of right quotients of 
R. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the following. 
(i) The set of all the closed ideals of R[E]. 
(ii) The set of all the closed ideals of T[E]. 
(iii) The set of all the ideals of C[E]. 
Moreover, this correspondence associates the closed ideal I of R[E] with 
the closed ideal I* of T[E] and the ideal K of C[E] if I* n R[E] = I and 
I* = Q[E]Kn T[E]. 
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Proof. If J is a closed ideal of T[E] and .Z, = J n R[E], then J = 
QCEI M,V,) n TCEI and CJolR = QCEI MdJd n NE1 = Jn RCEI, 
by Corollary 2.4. So J, is closed. If J’ is another closed ideal with 
J,, = J’ n R[E], the same Corollary gives J’ = J. 
On the other hand, let Z be a closed ideal of R[E]. Then L= 
Q[E] M,(Z) n T[E] is an ideal of T[E] and L, = L n R[E] = [ZIR = I. 
Consequently, [L] = Q[E] M,( L,) n T[E] = L, thus L is closed and 
satisfies L n R[E] = I. This establishes the correspondence between (i) 
and (ii). 
To complete the proof it is enough to show the one-to-one corre- 
spondence between (ii) and (iii) for T= Q. If Z is a closed ideal of Q[E], 
then I= Q[E] M,(Z,), where IO= In R[E]. Then In C[E] is an ideal of 
C[E] and since M,(Z,)cZn C[E] we have 12 Q[E](Zn C[E])? 
Q[E] M,(Z,) = I. Consequently, I= Q[E](Zn C[E]). Conversely, let K 
be an ideal of C[E] and put J= Q[E] K. By using similar arguments to 
those used in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 and Corollary 2.4, we easily obtain 
[J] = J. Finally, Kr Jn C[E] and a similar argument to that used in the 
last part of the proof of Corollary 1.11 gives K = J n C[E]. This completes 
the proof. 
The correspondence in Theorem 2.5 preserves primeness. First we prove 
the following. 
LEMMA 2.6. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) R[E] is prime. 
(ii) T[E] is prime. 
(iii) C[E] is prime. 
Proof Since (i) --f (ii) and (ii) + (iii) are straightforward we prove only 
(iii) + (i). 
Let A and B ideals of R[E] with AB=O and assume C[E] is prime. 
TheneitherAnR=OorBnR=O.WemayassumeAnR=OandA#O, 
SO 0 # M,(A) G C[E]. Take 0 # a E M,(A) and choose a non-zero ideal H 
of R with Ha G A. Consequently HaB = 0. If Bn R #O we easily obtain 
a = 0. So we also may assume that B n R = 0 and suppose B # 0. In this 
case there exists 0 # b E M,(B) and a non-zero ideal F of R with bF& B. 
Thus HaebF= 0 and it follows that aeb = 0, for every e E E. Hence 
aC[E] b = 0, a contradiction. Therefore B = 0 and the proof is complete. 
NOW we obtain the second main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let R be a prime ring and T a ring of right quotients 
of R. Then the same correspondence of Theorem 2.5 is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the following. 
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(i) The set of all the prime ideals P of R[E] with P n R = 0. 
(ii) The set of all the prime ideals P* of T[E] with P* n T= 0. 
(iii) The set of all the prime ideals of C[E]. 
Proof: By the above lemma we may consider only non-zero ideals . 
Suppose that P is a closed ideal of R[E] and P* is a closed ideal of TEE] 
with P* n R[E] = P. 
If P is prime and A 2 P*, B2 P* are ideals of T[E] such that 
ABc P*, then (A n R[E])(Bn R[E])c P. Hence either An R[E] = P or 
Bn R[E] = P. Assume the first relation. Since Min(P*) = Min(P) = 
Min(A n R[E]) = Min(A) and P* is closed we have A = P*. Thus P* is 
prime. 
Conversely, assume that P* is prime and let A and B be ideals of R[E] 
with AzP, BzP and ABcP. Take aEA, bc[BIR and let O#HuR 
such that bH c B. Hence abH E P and so ab E P, because P is closed. Con- 
sequently A[B], E P. Now, if A $Z P choose a E A - P. Let B* be a closed 
ideal of T[E] with B* n R[E] = [BIR and take CE B*. There exists a 
dense right ideal F of R with CFG B* n R[E] = [BIR. Thus acFc PC P* 
and we have ace P*, by Corollary 2.4(i). Therefore aB* c P*, so B* G P* 
and then B = P. 
To prove the correspondence between (ii) and (iii) it is enough to take 
T= Q as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. Let K be an ideal of C[E] 
and L = Q[E] K. Since L n C[E] = K, it is clear that K is prime when 
L is prime. Conversely, assume that K is prime and let A and B be 
ideals of Q[E] with ABE L. Since L is closed we easily see, as 
above, that AIBIU’ L. If M,(A n R[E])z K we obtain [Alp= 
Q[E] Mr(A n R[E]) E L and we are done. So we may assume that there 
exists mEMc(A n R[E])- K and take 0 #H 4 Q with mHG A. Now 
m( [Blp n C[E]) H= mH( [Bla n C[E]) c L. Thus m( [Big n C[E]) z 
LnC[E]=Kand weobtain [BlenCIE]&K, so [B],=Q[E]([B],n 
C[EJ) c L. The proof is complete. 
Remark 2.8. Actually the correspondence between (ii) and (iii) for 
T= Q was already proved by W. Chin [2, Theorem 17-J. We include our 
proof for completeness. 
3. STRONGLY PRIME IDEALS AND NONSINGULAR PRIME IDEALS 
In [7] the following was proved for many types of prime rings (e.g., 
strongly prime, non-singular, primitive). If R is a prime ring of such a type 
and P is a non-zero prime ideal of the polynomial ring R[X] such that 
Pn R = 0, then R[X]/P is also a prime ring of the considered type. This 
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result plays an important role in that paper. Note that such a prime P is 
maximal with respect o P n R = 0. 
The above results were extended to graded rings over abelian groups in 
[S]. In particular, as corollaries similar results follow for a monoid ring 
over a commutative cancellative monoid. One of the purposes of this 
section is to extend these results to free centred extensions. We will prove 
the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a (right) strongly prime ring and let P be an 
ideal of R[E] which is maximal with respect to P n R = 0. Then P is a 
strongly prime ideal. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a (right) non-singular prime ring and let P be an 
ideal of R[E] which is maximal with respect to P n R = 0. Then P is a non- 
singular prime ideal. 
For the notions of strongly prime rings and ideals see [ 111. When we 
say strongly prime we mean right strongly prime. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that I is an ideal of S such that Is P. 
Then In R # 0 and so there exists a finite set Fc In R such that Fx = 0, 
x E R, implies x = 0. We show that F is an insulator modulo P. We may 
assume P # 0 since this is obvious if P = 0. 
Denote by P* the prime ideal of Q[E] with P* n R[E] = P and take 
a E R[E] with Fa G P. Using Lemma 2.2 we may write a = C;= i qimi + r, 
where qiEQ, m,EM,(P), i= 1, . . . . n, and either r = 0 or r is a remainder 
modulo P. Now, Fr G P* and so Fr = 0. Take a dense right ideal J of R 
with rJE R[E]. Thus FrJ= 0, so rJ= 0 and hence r = 0. Consequently a E 
Q[E] M,(P) n R[E] = P, which completes the proof. 
Recall that the (right) singular ideal of a ring R is defined by Z(R) = 
{aE R: Ann,(a) is an essential right ideal of R}, where Ann,(a) denotes 
the right annihilator of a in R. A ring R is said to be (right) non-singular 
if Z(R) = 0 and a prime ideal P of R is said to be non-singular if R/P is 
a non-singular ring. Hereafter, non-singular means right non-singular. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Assume, by contradiction, that Z(S/P) = 
I/P # 0, where I is an ideal of S. Then In R # 0. 
Suppose P = 0 and take 0 # x E In R. Then Ann,(x) is an essential right 
ideal of S. Let J be a non-zero right ideal of R. Then there exists 
0 # b E J[E] with xb = 0. It follows that Ann,(x) n J# 0 and so 
x E Z(R) = 0, a contradiction. 
So we have P # 0 and let P* be the prime ideal of Q[E] extending P. 
Suppose 0 # x E I n R and take a non-zero right ideal J of R. Since 
0 # (J[ E] + P)/P is a right ideal of S/P there exists b E J[E] with xb E P 
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and h 4 P. By Lemma 2.2 b =x:7= 1 qimi + r, for some qi E JC, mi E M,(P), 
i = 1, . . . . n, and 0 # r E JC[EJ is a remainder modulo P. Thus xr = 
xb-xCy=,q,m,EP* and then xr = 0. Take 0 #H -=I R such that 
rHc J[E]. Since xrH = 0 it follows that Ann,(x) A J# 0 and so 
x E Z(R) = 0, which is again a contradiction. 
In [4, Sect. 41 we prove that if every prime ideal of R is strongly prime 
(or non-singular) the same is true of the polynomial ring REX]. The 
second purpose of this section is to prove the following 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be any ring and S= R[E] a free centred extension 
of R. If E is either a finite or a commuting set, then every prime ideal of R 
is strongly prime (resp. non-singular) if and only if the same is true of S. 
Before going into the proof of the theorem we want to note the 
following. 
Remark 3.4. Actually the finite case was already studied in a quite 
more general situation and is covered by [ 11, Theorem 4.1; 9, 
Theorem B.141. Nevertheless, we include our proof here since it means just 
one word more. 
Remark 3.5. An example given in [S] shows that the above result is 
not true when E is a non-commuting infinite set, at least for the strongly 
prime case [S, Example 2.61. 
Theorem 3.3 is an immediate consequence of the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let P be a strongly prime ideal of R[E] such that 
P n R = 0. Then R is strongly prime. 
Proof: Let I be a non-zero ideal of R. Since ICE] g P there exists a 
finite set F c ICE] which is an insulator modulo P. Then the set of all the 
coefficients of all the elements in F is an insulator in R which is contained 
in I. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let R be a strongly prime ring and P a prime ideal of S with 
P n R = 0. If E is either a finite or a commuting set, then P is a strongly 
prime ideal. 
Proof: First, assume that P= 0. Let I be a non-zero ideal of R[E]. If 
In R # 0 there exists a finite set Fc In R which is an insulator in R. We 
easily see that F is also an insulator in S. Note that from [16, 
Theorem 4.61 (incomparability) this is the case if E is finite. 
So we may suppose that In R = 0. Take r= (e,, . . . . e,} E Min(1). Since 
H = O,,,(Z) #O there exists a finite set F’ c H with F’x=O, x E R, implies 
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x =O. For every yj E F’ there exists a, =x7=, aYei E I such that alj = y,, 
j = 1, . . . . t, where t = (I;‘). Also, by Lemma 2.1 there exists c E M,(Z) with 
aj = CY,) for all j. If E is a commuting set and a,h = 0, b E R[E], 1 d j< t, 
we have cQ[E]y,b=Q[E]cy,b=O and so y,b=O, by Lemma26 
Consequently F’b = 0 and we obtain b = 0. Thus {aj: 1 <j< t} E I is an 
insulator. 
Now, assume P #O and let I be an ideal of R[E] with I$? P. We 
suppose In R = 0 since the other case can be handled similarly. Min(Z) # 
Min(P) and so we may choose Z= {e,, . . . . e,} E Min(Z) such that for a E Z, 
supp(a) = Z, a is a remainder modulo P. Consider J = O,,,(Z) and take an 
insulator F in R which is contained in J. As above, for every yj E F there 
exists a, = C:=, agei E Z with y., = a,,. Also, there exists c E MC(Z) such that 
aj = cyj, j = 1, . . . . t = /F 1, and c is also a remainder modulo P. 
Take be R[E] and write it as in Lemma 2.2: b = Cr=, q,m, + r, 
m, E M,(P) and either r = 0 or r is a remainder modulo P. If E is a com- 
muting set and a, b E P, j = 1, . . . . t, we have air E P*, so cy,r E P* and then 
@[El yjr c P*, where P* is the extension of P to Q[E]. Since P* is 
prime and c is a remainder modulo P, it follows that yjr E P*, j = 1, . . . . t. 
We obtain y,r = 0, and hence FrH = 0, for a dense right ideal H of R with 
rH G R[E]. It follows that r =O, thus bE Q[E] M,(P) n R[E] = P. 
Consequently (ai: 1 d j< t} c Z is an insulator modulo P. 
Remark 3.8. The proof for E finite can also be made independent of 
[ 16, Theorem 4.61. It is enough to obtain directly by the same way that 
{aje: 1 6 j< t, e E E} s Z is an insulator modulo P. 
Now we give the corresponding lemmas on non-singular ideals. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let P be a non-singular prime ideal of S with P n R = 0. 
Then R is a prime non-singular ring. 
Proof. Clearly R is prime. Assume that there eixsts 0 #x E Z(R) and 
that P#O. Let J be a right ideal of S with Jz P and J/P# 0. By 
Corollary 1.6(iii), there exists a=a,e, + ... +a,e,~ M(J), which is a 
remainder modulo P, where supp(a) = {e,, . . . . e,,} = Z. Then O,,,(J) is a 
non-zero right ideal of R and so there exists 0 # b, E OT,p,( J) with xb, = 0. 
Put b=b,e,+ ... + bnen E J. We have xb = xb2e, + . . . + xb,e,. We may 
assume there exists 0 # c = Cr=, c,e, E J such that Isupp(xc)l is minimal, 
say, xc=xckek+ ... +xc,e,, xci # 0 for i= k, . . . . n. Since ck R #O there 
exists YE R such that ck y #O and xc,y=O. Thus O# cyc J and 
Isupp(xcy)l < Isupp(xc)l. This contradiction shows that Isupp(xc)l =O, i.e., 
xc = 0 c P. Since c 4 P we have Ann (s,pJ(x + P) A (J/P) # 0. Consequently 
x + P E Z(S/P) = 0, thus x E P n R = 0, a contradiction. Therefore Z(R) = 0. 
The case P = 0 can be handled similarly. 
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LEMMA 3.10. Let R be a prime non-singular ring and let P be a prime 
ideal of S with P n R = 0. If E is either a finite or a commuting set, then P 
is also non-singular. 
Proof: Assume Z(S/P) = I/P # 0 and P # 0, where I is an ideal of S. If 
In R # 0 take 0 #x E In R. Let J be a non-zero right ideal of R. Then 
(J[E] + P)/P # 0 and so there exists b E J[E] - P with xb E P. Using the 
usual division argument we obtain 0 #r E JC[E] which is a remainder 
modulo P and satisfies xr E P*. Thus xr = 0. Choose a dense right ideal H 
of R with rH E J[E]. Since xrH = 0 we have Ann,(x) n J# 0. Conse- 
quently x E Z(R) = 0, a contradiction. As in Lemma 3.7 this covers the case 
in which E is finite. 
Thus we may assume In R = 0. In this case there exists a E M(Z) which 
is a remainder modulo P. Also, there is m E M,(Z) with supp(m) = supp(a) 
and a = ma,, for some 0 #a, E R. Let J be a non-zero right ideal of R. 
Then there exists b E J[E] -P such that ah E P. If E is a commuting set it 
follows from this that mQ[E] a, b 5 P*. As above we may change b by an 
element r with 0 # r E JC[E] and which is a remainder modulo P. Now, 
since P* is prime and mQ[E] a, r G P*, m $ P*, we have air E P*. There- 
fore a,rH = 0, for some dense right ideal H of R with rH G J[E]. It follows 
that Ann,(a,) n J# 0 and so a, E Z(R) = 0, a contradiction again. 
Finally, the case P = 0 can be handled similarly. 
4. APPENDIX 
The purpose of this additional section is to prove the result corre- 
sponding to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 for primitivity. This result is true for a 
more general type of extensions. 
Throughout this section S is an extension of R which is free over R with 
a basis E= (ei)isR of normalizing elements (i.e., Re, = ei R for every i E f2) 
which contains the identity 1. Under this notation we have 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a (right) primitive ring and P an ideal of S which 
is maximal with respect to P n R = 0. Then P is a (right) primitive ideal of S. 
Proof: We use similar notations as in the former sections. Let J be a 
maximal right ideal of R with (J : R) = {x E R: Rx E J} = 0. Then the set of 
all the finite sums xi a,ei, ai E J, is a right ideal JS of S. We show that 
(JS+P)nR=J. 
Suppose that (JS + P) n R = R. Then there exists a, E J, i = 0, . . . . n, and 
aE P with 1 =Cr=0 aiei+a, where we put e,= 1. So a= (1 -a,,) + 
C’= i aiei E P. We may choose an element b = b, + XI=, b,e, E P such that 
b, 4 J, bi E J for i = 1, . . . . t, and for which t minimal. Take f E Min(P) with 
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Z-L {e,, e,, . . . . e,}. It follows easily that O,,(P) is an ideal of R. Since 
(J : R) = 0 there exists j # 0 such that O,,,(P) $L J. So we can obtain c E P 
with c, = c(e,) $ J and supp( c) = r E supp(h). 
Put H = {x E R: e,x E Rcjej}. Then H is a non-zero left ideal of R because 
cje, = e,r, for some 0 # r E R. If b,H c_ J we have b,L G J for a non-zero 
ideal L = HR of R. Since R = h,R + J there exist y E R, z E J with 
l=h,y+z and for XEL, x=b,yx+~x~J. Thus LzJ which is a con- 
tradiction. Consequently, there exists u E H with hOu $ J. Also e,u = vcje,, 
for some VE R. We take h’= bu- hiwE P. It can easily be seen that such 
a 6’ contradicts the choice of b. 
Therefore (JS + P) n R = J. Thus there exists a right. ideal N of S 
which is maximal with respect to N 2 (JS + P) and N n R = J. Clearly N 
is a maximal right ideal of S. Also N is comaximal to all ideals of S 
containing P since J is comaximal to all non-zero ideals of R. Hence P is 
a primitive ideal of S. 
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Note added in proqf: It seems that the argument given in the last paragraph of the proof 
of Theorem 2.5 to show that [J! = J is not correct. To show this we may proceed as we did 
in the last part to obtain K=Jn C[E]. In fact, we prove M&J,) E K and [J] = J follows. 
On the other hand, the results obtained here can also be proved for arbitrary (not 
necessarily free) centred extensions. I will show this in a forthcoming paper. 
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